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Embedding Autonomics into
Legacy Processes

By  L o c kwood  Lyo n

EARLY
in my IT career I became accustomed to midnight
telephone calls. Sometimes these were production

problems that required some analysis to find the root cause. In some
cases however, the problems were so basic that anyone with some oper-
ating system and file system knowledge could have fixed them.

As IT organizations matured we got smarter: we kept logs of prob-
lem occurrences. Then we analyzed the logs looking for trends and pat-
terns. As a result we began to recognize frequent problems and devised
strategies either for dealing with them automatically or for preventing
them in the first place.

We have now reached the next logical step in this progression: engi-
neering processes and process control to make systems and applica-
tions self-aware and self-healing. This is called autonomics.

SELF-HEALING SYSTEMS

Autonomics is the idea that processes can be self-diagnosing and
self-healing. That is, they can be designed and constructed to be:

▼ Self-configuring (the ability to adapt to changes in the system)
▼ Self-healing (the ability to recover from detected errors)
▼ Self-optimizing (the ability to improve use of resources)
▼ Self-protecting (the ability to anticipate and cure intrusions)

The principles of autonomics can be applied to applications, sys-
tems, or support software. These can range from simple scripts to com-
plicated programs written in third- or fourth-generation languages,
from file handling systems to database management systems, and from
simple tools to complex operating systems. Any and all of these can be
engineered or enhanced to have autonomic characteristics.

In this article we will concentrate on the second of these characteristics:
self-healing. While most of the examples will be mainframe-centric and
DB2-related, the principles are easily extended to other database manage-
ment systems (DBMSs), operating systems and hardware platforms.

AN EXAMPLE

What exactly does self-healing mean? To many IT professionals the
idea of a self-healing program inspires visions of code re-writing itself.
And what exactly would a self-healing database heal? Since this article
is about engineering legacy processes, let’s begin with a model of a
mainframe batch process (see FIGURE 1.)

In FIGURE 1 we depict a stream of programs or processes in a batch
cycle. In this example we have a process control system or job
scheduling system that uses control data to schedule execution of our
batch stream.

Some input data (perhaps a DB2 Table and a transaction file) are input
to the first process, which transforms the data. In addition to the trans-
formation the process reports some limited status information, usually in
the form of program return codes or condition codes. The values of these
codes can then be used to control further processes. One common
method in JCL is to have the programs set condition codes that can then
be used in later steps to execute (or bypass execution) of later processes.

In a larger sense the batch stream itself generates a final status that
the process control system uses. Again, using our JCL example, the
final job status code can be used by the job scheduling system to con-
trol execution of later batch streams.

WHERE DOES AUTONOMICS COME IN?

We will return to an expanded version of our example soon. For now,
let’s consider what we really mean by calling a program or a process
self-healing. To more easily develop and explain this idea we begin by
reviewing problem definition and resolution techniques.

One standard problem resolution technique is to consider the matu-
rity of the system that must deal with the problems. This is sometimes
called Detect, Correct, and Prevent. With this technique you begin with
the assumption that you must first design systems that can detect prob-
lems or errors. Then, once detected, you can develop alternatives to
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find the root causes and correct problems. Finally, once you have deter-
mined standard problem responses, you may then proceed to create
processes that prevent the errors from happening in the first place.

The Detect, Correct, Prevent methodology can be applied to auto-
nomics in several ways. Here are a few examples from application pro-
gram development.

Application design: Design applications that have the capability to
detect errors. These can be simple errors (invalid data, division by zero,
result of calculation out of range, and so forth) or more complex errors
(insufficient disk space for output data, poorly-performing database
access query, deadlock or timeout with other processes, etc.). The
designer can then extend or enhance the application design in order to
correct these errors once detected. (Of course, this assumes that you
already have standards in place for error correction.) Last, the design
can be further enhanced to contain preventive measures.

Application construction: Code your application in order to detect
errors. Many shops already have error processing standards in place.
This is because many subsystems such as message processing systems
(e.g. Websphere MQ) and database management systems (e.g. DB2 or
IMS) no longer abend upon encountering an otherwise “fatal” error.
Instead, they return status information to the application. Once the
application detects errors, it may be possible to code error corrections.
One common example of this in programs accessing databases is trans-
action restart processing when encountering a deadlock or timeout. For
this case most shops have standards for error correction logic that
allows the program to restart the most recent transaction that was rolled
back in this circumstance. Finally, it may be possible to engineer
processes so that such problems are avoided or prevented.

Application enhancement: Legacy applications can be improved by
re-engineering them to detect, correct, and prevent errors.

One last comment before we return to our example. You should draw
a clear distinction between symptoms and problems. Too often we look
at an error symptom and fix it without determining the root cause. The
unhappy result is that we may fix the wrong problem or even obscure
the real problem!

For example, suppose an application encounters an out-of-space condi-
tion while inserting data to a DB2 table. The symptom is not enough space,
and sometimes the fix is simply to add more disk space or extend a dataset.
Unfortunately, the real problem may be a loop in the application! That is
why we must remember that errors encountered by applications may have
one or more root causes, and that may mean additional analysis or infor-
mation gathering is required in order to apply the correct fix or fixes.

RETURN TO THE EXAMPLE

We now expand our original example to include a measure of auto-
nomics. (See FIGURE 2.) Our batch process now has several additional
components. They are:

▼ Storage and feedback of process-related status information
▼ Engineering one or more “Sensor / Effector” modules into the

application
▼ Addition of data-related status information
▼ Addition of an Autonomics Database that includes a data

warehouse and an artificial intelligence engine

Our intent is to enhance, adapt, or re-engineer legacy processes in
order that they may become somewhat self-healing; so, we will not be

considering methods of process design. Any changes that we make to
the application should be designed as add-ons or easily-made enhance-
ments to the application.

One of our additions is the sensor / effector module, because it will
contain code that senses or detects errors and code that effects changes
in the program behavior.

A mainframe analogy would be a set of Cobol paragraphs that could
be invoked upon detection of an error, or that might be given control
automatically should some types of error occur. These paragraphs
could then retrieve additional information, report the occurrence of the
error, and make attempts to correct or mitigate the error.

A sensor / effector can be data-centric, process-centric, or both. This
will depend upon the specific application, your profile of errors, and
how much time you have to develop it. It can also be either custom-
designed for a particular program or it can be one or more common
components. Custom-designed modules have the advantage of being
tailored to an application, and this may produce a performance or func-
tionality advantage. On the other hand common components may be
much more flexible, more easily standardized, and easier to maintain.
Common components will also be easier to implement across an entire
application system.

We also added a data-related status information output. This is
because we realize that there are at least two categories of error: those
that are process-related (ex: file / database out-of-space, database dead-
lock or timeout) and those that are data-related (ex: division by zero,
Unicode conversion errors). We also need to store this information in a
data warehouse for later analysis.

The new data warehouse is also called the autonomics database.
Here we store data-related and process-related status information.
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FIGURE 1: MODEL OF A SIMPLE MAINFRAME BATCH PROCESS

FIGURE 2: MAINFRAME BATCH PROCESS INCLUDING AUTONOMICS
COMPONENTS
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These data can then be used by the sensor / effector modules in
order to decide what error correction operations to perform.
Additionally, we can retain these data over time and use them to
analyze what errors are occurring, their frequency, and what correc-
tions are being applied. Finally, we can analyze the data to deter-
mine what preventive measures may be possible.

Let’s relate our updated figure to the methodology.

EXPANDING THE DETECT, CORRECT, PREVENT
METHODOLOGY

One interesting observation about this methodology is how it relates
to the support staff’s level of reactiveness. How does your IT organiza-
tion handle system and application problems? Do you spend most of
your time reacting to errors and issues? Are you firmly stuck in Detect
mode, never having the time to engineer any automatic problem detec-
tion or correction processes?

This purely reactive mode is not pleasant! Consider this: one cost-
effective alternative to engineering problem correction into applica-
tions is to outsource the support function. If you stay in react mode for
too long, you may find your IT organization implementing a form of
problem correction that does not involve you!

In terms of Detect, Correct, Prevent, how does our diagram imple-
ment these concepts?

Detection is handled by gathering process- and data-related informa-
tion and storing it in the autonomics database or data warehouse. This
data is made available to the sensor / effector modules in the applica-
tions; in addition, the data is also available for later analysis.

Correction is implemented by the sensor / effector module, which
implements changes based on information and intelligence in the data
warehouse. Note that this data can come from the process itself, from
other processes, or could be entered manually.

For example, suppose database application A determines that it is
encountering frequent deadlocks and timeouts. One possible fix might
be to increase the commit or checkpoint frequency of the program.
Another possibility would be to increase the commit or checkpoint fre-
quency of other programs running at the same time! Here is a case
where the process data from one program might affect a correction in
another.

Prevention can be implemented in several places. We are consider-
ing engineering changes to legacy processes rather than designing new
ones. This is good and bad. Most legacy processes already have a track
record of problem types and occurrences. This is typically available in
most standard problem tracking systems, making problem analysis
much easier. Regrettably, changes to existing applications are usually
relatively expensive. This limits our ability to engineer good problem
prevention processes.

Still, there are some possibilities. The autonomics data warehouse is
available for analysis. This provides you with a sense of error cate-
gories and frequency of occurrence, the first step in problem analysis
and determination. You should be doing this in any case in order to
populate the data warehouse with corrections; it’s a short step from that
to get to some basic prevention techniques.

A CASE STUDY

Enough theory! Let’s move on to a specific example: a Cobol DB2
application that processes transactions input from MQ queues and

updates multiple DB2 tables. FIGURE 3 depicts the basic overview of
the application, including our autonomics.

Input transactions are queued on an MQ queue. Upon arrival of a
message on the queue, the scheduling system invokes Program A to
process the transaction. Based on the transaction type the program
queries one or more DB2 tables, updates the master table, and writes
out a transaction summary message to an output queue.

First, we analyzed the logs from our problem tracking system for all
similar types of programs across our enterprise. We also researched our
standards for error-checking logic for queues and for databases. The
result was a list of common problems typical for programs of this type,
in addition to many of the root causes and fixes that were applied.

Next, we developed a simple set of DB2 tables (our autonomics data-
base) that contained our autonomics information. These were keyed by
program name, by program type, and by error type. This would allow
us some flexibility in implementing error correction.

Next, we enhanced the already existing standards for error checking
logic. These enhancements included:
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Error Error Description / Correction

DB2 SQLCode -551 Not authorized to access DB2 table

Description: For DB2 development and test environments our
standard was to grant access to all tables to all users. This error
usually occurred because new users began testing applications.

Correction: The effector Grants access to the table and then
signals the original process to proceed.

DB2 SQLCode -911 Deadlock or timeout

Description: This application encountered a deadlock or timeout
and was rolled back.

Correction: Our analysis of problem tracking data indicated that a
small set of simultaneously-executing applications was usually
responsible for excessive locking of popular tables. Application
programming standards required all programs to have externally
tunable commit logic. We had the effector decrease the commit
frequencies of one or more of the worst offenders.

DB2 SQLCode -904 Resource Unavailable.

Description: Many possible errors, some described by additional
data passed back to application from DB2.

Correction: If error was "inability to extend dataset", for certain
specific datasets the effector could issue an AddVolumes command
using IDCAMS.

If error was "table status indicates data unusable," the effector
issued -DISPLAY commands for table and corresponding indexes
and, based upon the status, sent messages to support staff.

TABLE 1: SOME DB2-RELATED ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS STORED
IN OUR AUTONOMICS DATABASE

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE COBOL MAINFRAME PROCESS WITH AUTO-
NOMICS COMPONENTS
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▼ Switching logic in the standards that would allow us to turn
the autonomics on or off by updating switches in the
autonomics database;

▼ Decision trees that would compare encountered errors with
available corrections;

▼ Effector logic that would invoke the corrections.

The first two of these changes were simple to implement. We added
code to the standard error checking paragraphs that were part of most
programs. This code accessed the autonomics database, logged the
error occurrence, searched for a possible correction, and if one was
found it attempted to invoke the effector logic.

CODING EFFECTOR LOGIC

By far the most interesting change was the effector logic. There are
many possibilities for implementing effector logic, including in-line
code, DB2 stored procedures, dynamically called subroutines, and MQ
messages to asynchronous processes. We chose to store error descrip-
tion information in the autonomics database and to implement effector
logic via MQ messages. This was possible because message queues
were common in our shop, the coding was well-understood, and stan-
dards already existed for many error-handling situations.

In our case the effector logic was a central program that accepted
messages, analyzed the autonomics database, and attempted to effect
changes. Most of the corrections we implemented were fairly simple.
We began with simple error logging and notification to support staff.
The result was a much-improved problem determination process, since
we usually knew about errors before anyone reported them.

SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS
ERROR CORRECTION

One important design point for our case study is that the sensor mod-
ules were designed to be invoked synchronously; that is, when the
application detected an error it performed the sensor paragraph in-line.
The sensor logic then queried the autonomics database to determine if
an error correction alternative was available and, if so, whether the cor-
rection would be made synchronously or asynchronously.

An example will make this clearer. Consider an SQL statement
returning an SQLCode of -551 (authorization exception). In this case
our correction was to have the effector issue a Grant statement to grant
table access. This fix was synchronous; that is, the original program
waited until the effector logic had completed the fix before control was
returned to it.

Contrast this with detection of a deadlock situation. In this case the
sensor logic queried the autonomics database and found that a fix
existed (change checkpoint and commit frequency). However, we
marked this fix as asynchronous. The effector logic returned control to
the original application program while simultaneously spawning a sep-
arate process that executed the commit frequency changes in one or
more applications.

AUTONOMICS STRUCTURE IN PLACE

We designed and built the autonomics database and the basic sen-
sor / effector modules so that they were essentially table-driven.
This made them quite flexible; in addition, it minimized the amount

of changes to the modules, making it easier to include them into our
legacy applications.

Our final set of enhancements was implementing fixes for simple
problems. Some of our initial DB2-related errors and fixes are docu-
mented in TABLE 1.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

As you can see, our autonomics program is in its infancy. Still, by
elevating awareness of errors and by providing simple methods for
error correction we have come a long way.

Our next steps are to analyze our problem tracking data for addi-
tional corrections that can be entered into the autonomics database.
As the number of automatically applied fixes increases we will be in
a better position to determine how to implement preventive meas-
ures. How we implement those with autonomics will be the focus of
a future article.
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